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Ashi-niswi giizisoog (Thirteen Moons)

The new Onaabani-giizis begins March 8. This is the Hard Crust on the Snow Moon. Other names for this moon are Bebookwedaagime-giizis, the Snowshoe Breaking
Moon; Aandego-giizis, Crow moon; Nika-giizis, the Goose Moon and Ziinsibaakwadooke-giizis, the Sugar Making Moon.

Onaabani-giizis

The new Onaabani-giizis begins March 8. This is the Hard Crust on the Snow Moon. Other names for this
moon are Bebookwedaagime-giizis, the Snowshoe Breaking Moon; Aandego-giizis, Crow moon; Nika-giizis,
the Goose Moon and Ziinsibaakwadooke-giizis, the Sugar Making Moon.

Migizi Visitor to Fond du Lac
Mike Schrage, Wildlife Biologist

River in the area of the Quad Cities of Illinois
and Iowa. This is shown in blue on the map.
Last December, Natural Resource TechniIn March of 2015 he started flying north (green
line) up the Mississippi to the Twin Cities. Then
cians Lance Overland and Terry Perrault were
he cut across Minnesota and up the west shore
traveling on Ditchbanks Rd. when they spotted
of Mille Lacs on April 1. He spent some time
several bald eagles (migiziwag) feeding on a
north of Mille Lacs and then crossed the border
deer carcass near Second Bridge. They stopped
at International Falls in late April. He kept headto watch and realized one of the eagles was
ing north and arrived on Hudson Bay in midwearing a leg band and carrying a transmitter
on its back. The eagle posed for several pictures June; a distance of well over 1200 miles from
where he started. He summered near Churchill,
before it flew off. In the photograph, the band
Manitoba (red) and started
can be seen on the eagle’s right
back south in mid-August
leg and the antenna wire in the
(yellow line). He lingered for
middle of its back. After numerabout 3 weeks near Interous emails forwarded back and
national Falls in December
forth amongst federal and state
perhaps because of the open
eagle biologists, we were finally
water on the river. Then he
able to identify who banded the
started south again and areagle and where it had been in
rived on the FDL Reservation
its travels.
on December 28 when Lance
The eagle proved to be a 2
and Terry spotted him. He
year old male captured by an
only lingered at Fond du Lac
eagle researcher along the MisEagle 307
for 2 days before drifting over
sissippi River in January, 2015
towards the lower St. Louis River and then he
in southwest Wisconsin. He was captured as
started south again. At the end of January, 2016
part of an effort to understand the migration
he was back in the Quad Cities area of Illinois
patterns of immature eagles. At capture he was
and Iowa.
fitted with an identifying leg band and fitted
Bald eagles are considered immature until they
with a backpack style, solar-charged GPS transget their full adult plumage at 4-5 years of age.
mitter. The GPS unit records daily location data
His transmitter is expected to last for 2 more
and then transmits the locations via satellite or
years and the hope is his travels will contribute
cell phone tower back to the eagle researcher
more to our knowledge of where eagles, espein Wisconsin. He was given the number 307 to
Eagle 307 Locations
cially immature birds that have not yet found
match the number on his transmitter.
mates and established nesting territories, travel
Eagle 307 has been quite the traveler. After his
capture in January, 2015 he spent the rest of the to and what areas and water bodies are important to them.
winter a short ways south along the Mississippi
Sign up to the 13 Moons listserv for the latest information on workshops
and events by emailing thirteenmoons@fdlrez.com Don’t forget to check
us out on Facebook! 13 Moons Ashi niswi giizisoog

This page addresses culture, ecology, and natural resource management. Thirteen
Moons is the Fond du Lac Tribal College Extension Program and is a collaboration
of Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College, Fond du Lac Resource Management, funded by the USDA-National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
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Ashi-niswi giizisoog Ojibwemowin Page
Anishinaabemowin Lessons
Double Vowel Chart
This is how to pronounce
Ojibwe words.
All consanants sound the
same as in English.

Basic Ojibwe words and phrases:

“Zh”- sounds like the “su” in
measure
“a”- sounds like the “u” in sun
“aa”- sounds like the “a” in
father
“i”- sounds like the “i” in sit
“ii”- sounds like the “ee” in
feet
“o”- sounds like the “o” in go
“oo”- sounds like the “oo” in
food
“e”- sounds like the “ay” in
stay

Ashi-niswi giizisoog BIGADA'WAA WORD SEARCH
Find the Ojibwe words in the puzzle below

— Ojibwe Wordlist —
Mishibizhii.............................. lion
Ojig...................................... fisher
Nigig..................................... otter
Gaag.............................porcupine
Benisi.........................thunderbird
Maang.................................... loon
Es.......................................... clam
Bekwaawigang.................... camel
Aamoo....................................bee
Enigoons.................................. ant
Zagime........................... mosquito
Namebin............................ sucker
Jejiibajikii........................ elephant
Mishiikenh........................... turtle
Ginebig................................snake
Word List Source: Nichols and Nyholm 1995,
A Concise Dictionary of Minnesota Ojibwe

